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Abstract

A synthetic aperture acoustic imaging system
with a novel inversion algorithm is described. Data
is ohtained by using a transducer insonifying the
sample surface at a critical angle which is excited
by a short electrical pulse.
The critical angle is
chosen for a suitable surface wave or Lamh wave
mode thatexists on theobject.Thetransducer
is mechanically scanned in only one direction during which many pulse excitations and suhsequent
recordings are realized. The received signal is sampled in time and digitized to he processed by using
the new inversion approach providing an optimal
2-D image of the surface reflectivity.
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Introduction

Acoustic synthetic aperture imaging has found
manyapplicationareas.
Various inversion algorithms have been proposed to obtain high resolution images [l, 21. In this report, a new inversion
algorithm is proposed to obtainhigh resolution images from reflection data acquired in a measurement geometry shown in Fig. 1. In this geometry,
the measurements are obtained by using a transducer exited by a short electrical pulse. The transducer insonifies the samplesurface a t a critical angle which is chosen for a suitable surface wave or
Lamb wave mode that exists on the object. The
transducer is mechanically scanned in only one d rection during which many pulse excitations and
suhsequent recordings are realized. Although the
data acquisition scenario has similarities to that
of Synthet,ic -4perture R.adar (SAR.), there are significant differences hetween them. Since, the scan
path of the transducer is relatively closer to the
surface patch of interest, the wavefront curvature
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is more prominent. -41~0,
the transmitted pulses
are not necessarily thesame. Hence, the available efficient inversion techniques for S.4R measurements need major modification to he applicable in this case.
In this work, we begin with a very accurate forward modeling of the data acquisition. Then, hy
using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the
measurement kernel, we optimally reduced a single measurement of both time and space to multiple measurements of space only. This reduction
not only provides noise immunity, hut also leads
to a specific integral equation form for which an
efficient inversion algorithm has heen report,ed [3].
The inversiou is performedin two stages. First,
the measurements are filtered by using multichannel deconvolution filters. Then the results areused
to weight the set of vectors that define the measurable subspace of the surface properties. Since
both these vectors and the set of multichannel deconvolution filters are just functions of the data
acquisition geometry, they can he precomputed to
provide efficiency to the repeated use of this inversion approach.

3

Measurement
Model

The forward model proposed for the measurement system assumes that a point scatterer on the
object surface produces a transducer output proportional to the squarc of the field amplitude a t
that point [6]. Hence, the response of a point scatterer at (x,y) is
K(z,l/, t ) = IZ1SAW(Z, y ) l 2 P ( t - 2 J . 2 + y Z / w

(1)
where P is the t,raosmitted RF-pulse, and
Vk is the
SAW velocity for theobjectmaterial.Thetime
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waveform measured at the transducer isgiven by

4

Inversion Algorithm

In this section, the measurement model of the
data acquisition geometry shown in Fig. 1 will be
put into a new form which allows us to use efficient inversion algorithms that are developed for
a class of such measurements. We hegin with the
measurement relation

The nearvicinity of the transducercontributes
most of tlle energy in the measurements. Hence,
with a ,judicious choice of A, and Ay; this measurement relation can he well approximated by

The transducer acquires data along z-axis at locations & apart, which is roughly the expected
resolution cell size along thez-axis.
However,
the size of the resolution cell along the v- axis
gets larger for larger values of y. Therefore, the
integrals of the measurement model shouldbe approximated with a non-uniform 2-D R.iemann sum
approximation, giving

relationthe the effective measurement kerncl can
be identified as:

where u1 2 u2 2 ... 2 0 are called the singular values, and q m ( t ) ' s are called the singular functions
which form an orthonormal set of functions. .4n
accurate approximation t,o this decomposition can
he obtained by using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the discretizedform of the Q(t1,t2)
function [4, 51. The singular values o1)tained with
such a discretization is shown in Fig. 2. As seen
in this figure, only the first fewof singular values
dominates the restproviding the following approximation:

"=l

Now using the ohtained singular functions, the effective kernels can be rewritten as:

c
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(7)

This leads to tlle following approximation to the
measurement relation:

n'=n--NI=l

780

,

m=l

9(7& f ) =
n+N
L M

where along the y-axis L non-uniform partitions
with size h,, are chosen. The decision on the size
of this non-uniform partition is based on the sensitivily of t,he measurements to a reflector located at
various positions along the y-axis. The cell size is
chosen larger when the sensitivity getslower. Such
non-uniform partitions have been used before including [3]. In this new form of the measurement

of t l ~ i s

Let theHilbert-Schmidtdecomposition
auxiliary function he:

(8)
lim(ll -

n', I)qnd"fiz:

W)

m=l

Now, b y using the orthonormality of the singular
functions, qm(t)'s,we get the following set of relat,ions for 1 5 m 5 M :

where p ( n ' , l ) = p(n'S,, yf). This final form of the
measurement relation replaces the single space and
time measurementof g(x, t ) with M measurements
space measurements .9,(n), In doing so, we also
eliminate that part of the inevitable additive measurement noise which is not in the spanof the q m ( t )
functions. A regularized inversion method for this
type of measurement relations has
been investigated at depth in [3]. In the rest of this section,
major points of the inversion method will he presented.
The final form of the measurement relation

where

.;(.')

=

has the form of convolution and projection operations, This form can he further exploited by using
the SVD of the concatenated kernel matrix:

(16)

q(I)p(n',l)

/=l

Eqn. 15 is in the form of multi-channel convolu16 is inthe form of projection.
tion,andEqn.
Therefore, we oht,ained the desired form of the
measurement relation in which the unknown property p ( n ,I ) is related to the measurements by the
separable two stage operations of projection and
convolution. Hence, inversion operation involves
the inversion of these stages: multi-channel deconvolution followedhy hack-projection.These two
stages of the inversion can he written as:

c
M

l < m < M

c
L

i i ( n )=

hi,(n)

* grn(n) ,

15 i

5 I (17)

m=l

where

* denotes convolution operation, and

c
I

fi(n,l) =

Fi(n)vi(l)

.

(18)

k 1

where denotes the transpose operator. The
of K can he computed to obtain:

K = USVT

SVD

(12)

where U and V have orthonormal columns, and
S is a square diagonal matrix with positive nonincreasing diagonal entries [S]. The matrix W =
US can he partitioned into equal sized matrices
W, for 1 5 m 5 M such that:

w=[wT

W? ... W&]T

.

(13)

Now, let wmi for 1 5 i 5 I bethe it1' column
Then. the measurement relation can he
of W,.
rewritten as:

In Eqn. 17 aset of multi-channel ~leconvolution
filters are used to ohtain the est,imate ll;(n)of r , ( n ) .
Then, the estimate fi(n,I ) can he ol~tainedby the
hack-projection step of Eqn. 18. .As it can be immediately recognized, the critical partof the inversionis the deconvolution stage. One of the requirements in the design of the required deconvolution
filters is that of robustness to the additive noise in
the measurements. In this work; we used one such
design procedure reported in [3]. It is important
t,o note that, although the design of the deconvolntiou filters is computationally involved; it has to he
done only once for a fixed data acquisition geometry. Once the deconvolut,ion filters are tompute(1
and stored, the actual stages of inversion can be
performed quite efficiently.

5

which can be regrouped to ohtain:

Simulations

The measurement setup depicted in fig. 1 was
usedfor simulations. The sample material was
chosen as aluminum (Vl=6420 m/s, V,=3040 m/s
[7]). The coupling fluid is water. The transducer is
excited with a gated R,F-pulse of frequency 1 MHz
andduration 40 psec. Field generated by the
transducer is propagated down to the ollject, surface using angular spectrum decomposit,ion. Field
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on the surface was assumed to directly couple to
SAW.Along the x-axis, 256fieldsampleswere
taken with dx = 0.98 mm., and there were450
samples along the y-axis with dz = 1.2 mm.
A sample reconstruction isshownin
Fig. 3.
Three point scatterers are assumed to exist at grid
points (0,51); (0,90) and (3,90). They-axis of the
image is expanded using the warping function.

6

Conclusions

In this work, it is shown that the measurement
relation of the commonly used synthetic aperture
data acquisition systemcan be put intoanew form
allowing to use a novel efficient regularized inversion algorithm, Simulations have shown that the
inversion algorithm providesrobusthighresolution images.

Figure 1: Measurement setup.
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Figure 3: Sample reconstruction.

